Structural Features and Tribological Properties of Detonation Gun Sprayed Ti–Si–C Coating
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Abstract: The paper considers the research results of structural-phase state and tribological characteristics of detonation coatings based on Ti–Si–C, obtained at different filling volumes of the explosive gas mixture barrel of a detonation gun. The results analysis indicates that the phase composition and properties of detonation coatings strongly depend on the technological parameters of spraying. With an increase of the explosive mixture in the filling volume of the detonation barrel up to 70% of the coatings consist mainly of the TiC phase, because high temperature leads to a strong decomposition of Ti3SiC2 powders. Thus, the XRD results confirm that at 70% of the explosive gas mixture’s filling volume, partial decomposition and disintegration of the powders occurs after detonation spraying. We established that detonation coatings based on titanium carbosilicide obtained at the explosive gas mixture’s filling volume at 60% are characterized by high wear resistance and adhesive strength. Thermal annealing was performed after spraying in the temperature range of 700–900 °C for 1 h to reduce microstructural defects and improve the Ti–Si–C coating characteristics. As a result of the heat treatment in the Ti–Si–C system at 800 °C, we observed that an increase in the volume fraction of the Ti3SiC2 and TiO2 phases led to a 2-fold increase in microhardness. This means that the after-heat-treatment can provide a sufficient reaction time for the incomplete reaction of the Ti–Si–C (TSC) coating during the detonation gun spraying. Thus, annealing can provide an equal distribution of elements in the coatings.
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1. Introduction

Currently, carbides, silicides, and transition metals have aroused considerable interest due to increasing demand. In particular, the most frequently mentioned phases in the Ti–Si–C system are TiC, Ti5Si3, and Ti3SiC2. They attract considerable interest due to their unique metallic combination and ceramic properties. As metals, they have good electrical and thermal conductivity, high plasticity, good machinability and excellent thermal shock resistance. As ceramics, they have low density, high stiffness, high melting points, and good resistance to oxidation and corrosion [1–3]. Such exceptional properties result from the coexistence of strong covalent ionic MX bonds and weak metallic MA bonds within a layered hexagonal structure (space group P63/mmc) of MAX materials, which are created by repeating a three-layer structure (consisting of two Mn + 1xN layers intercalated by a single atomic layer A) [4]. A unique distinctive feature of these materials is the layered structure of their crystal lattice—the regular arrangement of layers of M and A atoms.
of elements that have reduced binding energy between them. Tightly packed layers of titanium atoms alternate with layers of silicon atoms, and carbon atoms occupy octahedral interstices between titanium atoms [5,6]. These properties make the phase material $\text{Ti}_3\text{SiC}_2$ MAX ideal for extreme condition applications. In addition, system Ti–Si–C has good characteristics under conditions of abrasive wear and corrosion. However, production coatings based on Ti–Si–C production by traditional methods are associated with a high temperature and duration of their obtaining process. Sprayed coatings based on $\text{Ti}_3\text{SiC}_2$ are usually accompanied by phases TiC and Ti–Si. The short reaction time of powder mixtures and the decomposition of Ti–Si–C at high temperature are the main problems for the phase’s purity. An analogous problem occurs with plasma spraying of coatings [7]. In addition, using heat treatment to improve the characteristics of the resulting coatings is not well studied. Considering their tribological application, the question of how to deposit $\text{Ti}_3\text{SiC}_2$-based coatings with high wear resistance is still undecided.

Among the coating methods, detonation spraying and high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying [8–11] have an obvious advantage in comparison to plasma spraying and other spraying methods because of high particle flight speed and lower operating temperature. Detonation spraying coatings from powder are based on the use of explosion energy of a fuel–oxygen mixture and are known as a promising method for obtaining coatings from various materials with good adhesion [12]. The higher velocity flow of particles allows providing higher density and adhesive strength of the detonation coating. The essential advantage of the detonation spraying method is the ability to accurately control the amount of explosive gas mixture used for each shot of the detonation gun, which allows changing the degree of thermal and chemical effects of detonation products on the particles of spraying powder [13]. Depending on the composition of the acetylene–oxygen explosive mixture, from a $\text{O}_2/\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ ratio and from the nature of the gas carrier, chemical interactions may occur between the individual phases of the composite particles [14,15]. In this regard, the detonation method of coating is of considerable interest. Therefore, much attention is directed at obtaining detonation coatings from binary and ternary phases relevant to the Ti–Si–C system.

In connection with the above, the aim of this work is to study the structural features and tribological properties of coatings based on Ti–Si–C, which are obtained by the detonation method under various deposition modes, as well as to study the effect of thermal annealing on the structural and phase states of coatings based on Ti–Si–C.

2. Materials and Methods

By detonation spraying on the surface of steel U9 (with 0.94 wt.% C) $\text{Ti}_3\text{SiC}_2$ coatings were obtained. The chemical composition of the powder was Ti: 74 wt.%; SiC: 20 wt.%; C: 6.0 wt.%, and powder particle size was between 20 and 40 $\mu$m. Before spraying, the substrate was sandblasted to improve the adhesive strength of the coatings. The value of the surface roughness parameter after sandblasting was on average (Ra) 3.2 microns. The distance between the treated surface of the sample and the detonation barrel was 200 mm. The straight barrel diameter was 20 mm.

The CCDS2000 (LIH SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia) detonation set-up was used to obtain the coatings, which has a system of electromagnetic gas valves that regulate the supply of fuel and oxygen and control the system purging (Figure 1). The acetylene–oxygen mixture was used as a fuel gas, which is the most used fuel during detonation spraying of powder materials. Spraying was carried out at the ratio of the acetylene–oxygen mixture $\text{O}_2/\text{C}_2\text{H}_2 = 1.856$. The volume of the explosive gas mixture of the detonation gun barrel was varied from 50% to 70%. The average shot frequency of working gases at 4 Hz was: acetylene 4–7; propane–butane mixture 2 . . . 3, 5; oxygen 10 . . . 12; nitrogen 10 . . . 15 m$^3$/h. Nitrogen was used as a carrier gas.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the CCDS2000 detonation complex: 1—control computer; 2—gas distributor; 3—mixing-ignition chamber; 4—spark plug; 5—barrel valve; 6—fuel line; 7—oxygen line; 8—gas valves; 9—gas supply unit; 10—indicated part of the barrel; 11—powder feeder; 12—workpiece; 13—manipulator; 14—the muzzle of the barrel; $F_1$—acetylene; $F_2$—propane-butane; $O_2$—oxygen; $N_2$—nitrogen.

The research phase composition of the samples was studied by X-ray diffractometer X’PertPro (Philips Corporation, The Nederlands) using CuKα radiation. The shooting was carried out in the following modes: tube voltage $U = 40$ kV; tube current $I = 20$ mA; exposure time $1$ s; shooting step $\Delta \theta \sim 0.02^\circ$ and $\theta = 10^\circ$–$90^\circ$. The surface morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy using secondary (SEs) and backscattered electrons (BSEs) on a Vega3 (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic) scanning electron microscope. Tribological tests for sliding friction were performed on a high-temperature tribometer TRB³ (Anton Paar Srl, Peseux, Switzerland) using the standard “ball-disc” technique (international standards ASTM G 133-95 and ASTM G 99) [16,17]. A counterbody was used comprising a ball with a diameter of 3.0 mm made of SiC-coated steel. The tests were carried out at a load of 10 N and a linear velocity of 3 cm/s, a radius of wear curvature of 4 mm, the friction path was 41 m. Wear tracks were studied using a non-contact 3D profilometer MICROMEASURE 3D (STIL, France) station. The CSEM Micro Scratch Tester (Neuchatel, Switzerland) was used to study the adhesive characteristics of coatings by the “scratching” method. Scratch testing was performed at a maximum load of 30 N; the rate of change of normal loading on the sample was 29.99 N/min, the speed of movement of the indenter was 9.63 mm/min, the length of the scratch was 10 mm, the radius of tip curvature was 100 microns. To obtain reliable results, three scratches were applied to the surface of each coated sample. The obtained coatings with mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, hardness) were studied by a NanoScan-4D Compact (FSBI TISNCM, Russia) nanohardometer. The tests were carried out at a load of 200 mN. Loading time, unloading time, and the time of supporting the maximum load were each 5 s. The dependence of the penetration depth on the applied force at the loading and unloading stages was determined by the Oliver–Pharr method. At least 10 measurements were carried out on each sample, the results of which were averaged. Sample tests for abrasive wear were carried out on an experimental stand (Figure 2a) against soft fixed abrasive particles according to the “rotating roller–flat surface” scheme in accordance with GOST 23.208-79, which conforms to the American standard ASTM C 6568 [18,19]. Sample tests for impact and abrasive wear were carried out on an experimental stand in accordance with GOST 23.207-79 (Figure 2b) [20]. For a comparative assessment of the wear resistance of detonation coatings, tests were carried out in the following modes: impact energy $E = 3.3$ J, impact velocity $v = 1$ m/s, and impact frequency $n = 200$ min$^{-1}$. The samples tested for abrasive and impact-abrasive wear underwent 8–10 tests. After each test, the mass loss of the samples was determined and was given the average value with the standard deviation. The microhardness of the samples was measured by a diamond indenter on a PMT-3M (LOMO, Russia) device in accordance with GOST 9450-76 [21], at a load of 200 g and an exposure time of 10 s [22]. Thermal annealing of coated samples was carried out in a laboratory tubular electric furnace of resistance SUOL-0.4.4/12 (0.4.4—dimensions of working space, 40 × 400 mm; 12—the nominal temperature of the working space, 1200 °C) in a vacuum of $10^{-2}$ Pa at temperatures of 700 °C, 800 °C, and 900 °C for 1 h, followed by cooling in the furnace.
The temperature was measured and regulated by a precision high-precision temperature controller HTC-2 [23].

Figure 2. The experimental test stand for testing of samples: (a) abrasive wear according to the “rotating roller–flat surface” scheme; (b) impact and abrasive wear.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 3 shows the diffractograms of Ti₃SiC₂ powder and Ti–Si–C coating obtained at the barrel filling volume of an explosive gas mixture from 50% to 70%. The results of powder XRD analysis showed that the powder consisted of Ti₃SiC₂ as the main phase and TiC as the secondary phase. The diffractograms of Ti–Si–C coatings showed a decrease in the intensity of Ti₃SiC₂ diffraction lines and an increase in TiC intensity, which indicated a partial decomposition of the Ti–Si–C system and agreed with the data [24–31]. A decrease in the intensity of diffraction lines in the Ti–Si–C system after detonation spraying was due to the deintercalation of silicon from Ti–Si–C lattice layers [25,26] since the silicon flatness had weak connections with Ti–C flatness. This occurred due to detonation spraying when the Ti–Si–C system lost a certain amount of silicon due to its high “fugacity” [27]. XRD analysis showed that when the barrel was filled with explosive mixtures to 50% and 60%, a low degree of Ti₃SiC₂ decomposition was achieved, and also after spraying the appearance of reflexes (100) and (106) of the Ti₃SiC₂ phase was detected. With an increase in the filling volume of the detonation barrel to 70%, a decrease in the intensity of the diffraction peaks of Ti₃SiC₂ was observed because of the decomposition of the powder into TiC. In the detonation wave flow, the Ti₃SiC₂ powder decomposed due to high-speed shock interaction heated to high temperatures. Thus, the XRD results confirmed that at 70% of the explosive mixture’s filling volume, partial decomposition and disintegration of the powders occurred after detonation spraying.

Figure 3. Diffractogram of Ti₃SiC₂ powder and Ti–Si–C coatings obtained at different filling volumes of the explosive gas mixture of the detonation gun barrel.
The SEM image shows that the cross section of the sprayed coating is not flat and continuous. From the image’s analysis, it follows that the coating structure has an inhomogeneous structure with pores, a typical layered, wave-like arrangement of structural components. Significant pores (the dark area highlighted by a circle) can be seen in the image of the coating cross section (Figure 4b,d). The border between the coating and the base has a characteristic zigzag shape. The structure consists of small particles and several large flat spots with periodic observations of the morphology of terraces in certain areas (Figure 4a,c), the light gray area indicates mainly the Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ phase, highlighted by a rectangle, and the friable and dark gray area indicates the TiC phase. Dark areas have large volume fractions in the coatings. The surface roughness of coatings Ti–Si–C (Ra) comprises 2.5–2.65 µm.

Figure 4. SEM images of the morphology of coating cross section: (a) Ti–Si–C 60% while 100 µm; (b) Ti–Si–C 60% while 20 µm; (c) Ti–Si–C 70% while 100 µm; (d) Ti–Si–C 70% while 20 µm.

One of the main factors determining the coating quality was adhesion. Figure 5 shows the adhesive strength testing results of scratch testing. The moment of coating adhesive or cohesive failure was fixed visually after testing using an optical microscope with a digital camera, also by changing two parameters: acoustic emission and friction force. It should be noted that not all recorded events associated with the destruction of the coating describe the actual adhesion of the coating to the substrate. Various registration parameters during testing processes allowed fixing different coating failure stages; so, $L_{c1}$ means the moment of appearance of the first crack, $L_{c2}$ the peeling of coating areas, and $L_{c3}$ the plastic abrasion of the coating to the substrate [32]. According to the type of change in the acoustic emission (AE) amplitude, it was possible to judge the crack formation intensities and their development in the sample during scratching. The Ti–Si–C system coatings that occurred during the explosive gas mixture filling volumes of 50% and 60% were visible, the first crack was formed at a load of $L_{c1} = 12$ N. Then the process continued in a certain cycle. A corresponding peak of acoustic emission accompanied each crack formation (Figure 5a,b). Partial abrasion of the coating to the substrate was judged by a sharp change in the friction force growth intensity. This occurred at a load of $L_{c3} = 29$ N, which was also confirmed by visual observation, noting a change in the color of the sample material at the bottom of the scratch (Figure 5a,b). The $L_{c3}$ value indicated a high adhesive strength of coating adhesion to the substrate.
Figure 5. Results of the scratch test of Ti–Si–C coatings obtained at different filling volumes of the explosive gas mixture of the detonation gun barrel: (a) 50%, (b) 60%, and (c) 70%.

The Ti–Si–C system coating obtained at the explosive gas mixture filling volume of 70% shows appearance cracks (Figure 4c) observed at $L_{c1} = 8$ N load. According to adhesion tests, it can be argued that the cohesive destruction of the sample coating occurred at 8 N, and its adhesive destruction at 29 N. The Ti–C system has a higher stiffness, so it is natural to expect minimal elastic and intense plastic deformation during the adhesion test [33].

For coatings of this functional purpose, wear resistance is one of the most important exploitation properties, which is reflected both in the capacity of structures as a whole and in the conservation of the geometric dimensions of individual parts. The results of coating tribological tests showed that the filling volume of the explosive mixture and the coating structures had a significant impact on the value of the friction coefficient of the coating surface and wear resistance. Therefore, in the case of composite coatings Ti–Si–C obtained with the filling volumes of the explosive mixture at 50% and 60% in the detonation gun barrel, the friction coefficient at the initial stage of testing to 18.40 and 25.10, respectively, was 0.15–0.20 $\mu$ and slightly increased; subsequently the friction coefficient increased monotonously from 0.25 to 0.60 $\mu$ (Figure 6). The obtained coating Ti–Si–C system’s friction coefficient at a filling volume of 70% was 0.60 $\mu$. According to the XRD analysis results, the increasing wear resistance of the Ti–Si–C system coatings with detonation barrel filling volumes of 50% and 60% was related to a larger proportion of the Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ phase.
Figure 6. Tribological tests results of Ti–Si–C coatings obtained at different filling volumes of the explosive gas mixture of the detonation gun barrel and track profiles: (a) 50%; (b) 60%; (c) 70%

With the profilometer were taken images of the wear track of the studied samples (Figure 6). Assessing the samples’ wear resistance based on the wear tracks’ geometric parameters illustrated that the depth of the sample track at 70% of the explosive mixture’s filling volume was significantly greater when compared with others. The detonation coatings based on titanium carbolized were characterized by high wear resistance.

The study results of the mechanical characteristics of the obtained coatings were carried out by the Oliver–Pharr method, and typical dynamic loading–unloading diagrams are shown in Figure 7. From the analysis of the loading and unloading curves, it can be seen that the penetration depth of the nano-indenter in the cases of explosive gas mixture filling volumes of 50% and 60% was less than in the case of 70% filling volume. According to the analysis of the indentation curves, it can be concluded that the elastic stiffness of the coatings during 70% filling was higher (Figure 7b) when compared to the rest (Figure 7a,b). According to the XRD analysis results, when the filling volume of the explosive mixture in the detonation gun barrel increased to 70% a coating was formed with a high content of the TiC phase. Thus, the results of nano-indentation and scratch testing were in good agreement and confirmed the formation of TiC, which had a higher stiffness compared to Ti$_3$SiC$_2$.

Figure 7. Loading–unloading curves for Ti–Si–C coatings obtained at a different explosive gas mixture filling volumes of the detonation gun barrel: (a) 50%; (b) 60%; (c) 70%.
The values of hardness and modulus of elasticity of the research samples obtained from the loading–unloading curve analysis are shown in Table 1. As visible from Table 1, coatings with a high content of Ti₃SiC₂ had higher hardness values compared to the coating with the prevailing TiC phase.

**Table 1. Results of nano-indentation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating</th>
<th>Filling Volume, %</th>
<th>HIT, GPa</th>
<th>Eeff, GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti-Si-C</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.07 ± 1.63</td>
<td>242.36 ± 51.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.01 ± 2.31</td>
<td>235.96 ± 44.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.51 ± 0.50</td>
<td>198.99 ± 17.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detonation spraying process is characterized by a significant number of technological parameters. The complexity and insufficient study of the phenomena underlying it makes it very difficult to trace the relationship of individual parameters to determine the process optimal modes, using one-factor experiments. Therefore, experimental and statistical methods of regressive analysis and the theory of experiment planning are used when optimizing the process. Abrasive and impact-abrasive wear are two of the main factors that limit working parts, machines, and equipment components for various purposes. To assess the resistance of Ti–Si–C coatings to abrasion and impact-abrasive wear, tests were carried out on special stands. Table 2 shows the test results of the abrasive and impact-abrasive wear. The coated samples’ mass loss was less than that of the original sample, which indicates an increased resistance to impact and abrasive wear. This is due to the presence of a larger proportion of the hardening carbide phase TiC in the Ti₃SiC₂ coating. This is due to an increase of the strengthening phase TiC in the composition of the protective coating. There is a significant increase in internal stresses and a decrease in the amount of the more plastic phase, which ultimately decreases toughness.

**Table 2. Abrasive and impact-abrasive wear test results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Samples Name</th>
<th>Filling Volume, %</th>
<th>Mass Loss, g (Abrasive Wear)</th>
<th>Wear Coefficient, K (Abrasive Wear)</th>
<th>Weight Loss, g (Impact and Abrasive Wear)</th>
<th>Wear Coefficient, K (Impact and Abrasive Wear)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Steel 45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0302</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sample without coating</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ti₃SiC₂ coating</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ti₃SiC₂ coating</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td>1.51 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ti₃SiC₂ coating</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>1.48 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the determination results of the samples’ mass loss after testing wear on the fixed abrasive (Figure 2), the greatest strength was found in a coating obtained by the 60% (0.0122 g) filling volume of the detonation gun barrel and the smallest was in the filling volume of 70% (0.0203 g), the wear resistance of all coatings was higher than the initial sample (0.0265 g). The detonation coatings based on titanium carbolized were characterized by high wear resistance.

Thus, in this work, we made the effort to obtain composite coatings based on Ti–Si–C with the Ti₃SiC₂ phase by detonation spraying. The analysis of the obtained experimental results indicated that the phase composition and properties of detonation coatings strongly depend on the technological parameters of spraying. With an increase of explosive gas mixture in the filling volume of the detonation barrel up to 70% of the coatings consisted mainly of TiC phases, since high temperature leads to a strong decomposition of Ti₃SiC₂ powders [34]. Consequently, the successful production of high-purity MAX-phase coatings
by detonation spraying was not reported. Based on the analysis of literature sources [35,36] and preliminary studies, it was suggested that if gas–thermal deposition of substances of the Ti–Si–C system is carried out, it would be possible to obtain a multiphase coating containing such phases as carbides, silicides, and carbo-silicides of titanium, and during subsequent heat treatment–regulation of its phase composition. Thermal annealing was performed in the temperature range 700–900 °C for 1 h.

The Vickers hardness of Ti–Si–C composite coatings before and after annealing is shown in Figure 8. The hardness of the composite coating increased significantly with increasing the annealing temperature: at T = 700 °C, the microhardness was 1150 HV; at T = 800 °C, the microhardness was 1400 HV; and at T = 900 °C, the microhardness decreased to 850 HV.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Effect of annealing temperature on the microhardness of coatings based on Ti–Si–C.

Aiming to identify the cause of the change in microhardness, we performed XRD analysis of coatings before and after annealing. The results of XRD analysis of coatings showed (Figure 9) that the coating before annealing consisted of TiC and Ti₃SiC₂ phases.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** Diffractograms of Ti–Si–C coatings at different annealing temperatures.

After annealing, the formation of TiO₂ phases and an increase in the reflex intensities (103) and (108) of Ti₃SiC₂ phases were observed. Compared to the after-sprayed coatings, the phase fraction of the Ti₃SiC₂ phase in the after-annealing coatings increased significantly. A change in the fraction of phases indicated a solid-phase transformation during thermal activation. An increase in the TiO₂ line intensity was observed after annealing at
T = 900 °C, which indicated an increase in the thickness of the oxide layer. The increase in microhardness after annealing was associated with an increase in the content of Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ phases in coatings. At the same time, after annealing at T = 900 °C, the decrease in microhardness was insignificant due to an increase in the oxide layer’s thickness. After annealing at 800 °C, an increase in the Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ line intensity indicated an increase in the symmetric movements of C atoms in the Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ molecule. This means that subsequent heat treatment provided sufficient reaction time for an incomplete reaction of the Ti–Si–C (TSC) coating during detonation spraying.

The microstructure of Ti–Si–C$_{800}$ consisted of a titanium-rich region (light region) and a TiC$_x$ region diluted by Si (light gray regions). Heat treatment can lead to the diffusion of C and Si atoms [37]. Thus, annealing can provide a more homogeneous distribution of atoms in coatings after annealing. This can be verified by displaying the Ti–Si–C and Ti–Si–C$_{800}$ elements in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 10, the Ti, C, and Si maps show separate rich and scarce areas. Moreover, the C and Si atoms have a similar distribution in most regions of the element map. The red color on the Ti map corresponds to the dark zones of C deficiency and Si deficiency on the C and Si maps, respectively, identified as the Ti phase (C, Si). After annealing at 800 °C, the three elements showed a more homogeneous distribution (Figure 11). This means that the high temperature provided a more intense diffusion of C and Si atoms.

![Figure 10. The microstructure of the cross section of coatings with a color images of energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) mapping and the result of analysis after annealing at 800 °C.](image)

![Figure 11. The coatings’ surface morphology before (a) and after (b) annealing at 800 °C.](image)

The results of tribological testing of coatings showed that the temperature of thermal annealing and the structure of the coatings themselves had a significant impact on the coefficient of friction of the coating surface and wear resistance. So, in the case of composite Ti–Si–C coatings, the friction coefficient was 0.65–0.70 before annealing. After thermal exposure at temperatures up to 800 °C, the friction coefficient at the initial stage of testing
(up to 12.40 m) was 0.30–0.35 and a slight increase occurred, at which the friction coefficient increased monotonically from 0.35 to 0.70 as in the case before annealing (Figure 12). According to the results of the X-ray phase analysis, an increase in the wear resistance of the surface layers of the Ti–Si–C composite material after 800 °C was associated with the formation of TiO$_2$ and the presence of a larger fraction of the TiC carbide hardening phase (Figure 9). In [38,39], it was shown that an oxide compound based on TiO$_2$ increases the wear resistance and strength of materials. Detonation coatings based on titanium carbosilicide are characterized by high wear resistance.

Figure 12. Results of tribological experiments of Ti–Si–C coatings before and after annealing at 800 °C.

4. Conclusions

The paper described an experimental study of the effect of the detonation gas filling mode on the phase composition and strength characteristics of the Ti–Si–C coatings system. It was shown that the phase composition of detonation coatings can be significantly changed relative to the phase composition of the initial powders, depending on the filling volume of the detonation barrel with an explosive acetylene–oxygen mixture. When the filling volume of the detonation barrel with an explosive mixture increases to 70%, the coatings consist mainly of TiC phases. The Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ powder partially decomposes into TiC due to the high-speed shock interaction of high temperatures in the detonation wave flow. The X-ray phase analysis results showed that when filling the barrel with explosive mixture to 50% and 60%, a low degree of Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ decomposition can be achieved, the coatings consist mainly of Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ phases with small TiC content. With an increase in the detonation barrel’s filling volume of the explosive acetylene–oxygen mixture, the heating temperature of the sprayed powder increases. High temperature contributes to the decomposition of Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ powder into TiC. Thus, the XRD results confirmed that when the explosive gas mixture filling volume is 70%, partial decomposition and disintegration of the powders occur after detonation spraying. It is established that detonation coatings based on titanium carbosilicide obtained at the explosive gas mixture filling volume of 60% are characterized by high wear resistance and adhesive strength.

Thermal annealing was performed after spraying in the temperature range of 700–900 °C for 1 h to reduce microstructural defects and improve the Ti–Si–C coating characteristics. As a result of heat treatment in the Ti–Si–C system at 800 °C, an increase in the volume fraction of the Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ and TiO$_2$ phases leading to a 2-fold increase in microhardness was observed. This means that the after-heat-treatment can provide a sufficient reaction time for the incomplete reaction of the Ti–Si–C (TSC) coating during the detonation gun spraying. Thus, annealing can provide an equal distribution of elements in the coatings.
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